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Applications include 
nano science, materials
and spintronics
<5 K - 675 K cryocooler-
based systems 
Vibration isolated for 
sub-micron sample stability
Up to 8 probes, DC to 67 GHz, plus fiber optics
Zoom optics with camera and monitor 
Horizontal, vertical or vector magnetic field 
options are available

Cryogen
Free Probe
Stations

Other configurations:  LHe, LN2, room temperature
and UHV systems

- X-rays  
- Gamma-rays 
- Neutrons  
- Particles    

We know how to 
build your detectors

You know what
you want to detect:
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RELIABLE CONNECTIVITY

 SOLUTIONS

Hermetically sealed 

for vacuum applications

Used in extreme temperatures

Standard and custom solutions

www.fischerconnectors.com
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professor and retired TRIUMF research 
scientist, passed away in Vancouver, Canada, 
on 11 November, following a brief battle with 
cancer. One of TRIUMF’s founding fathers, 
he worked tirelessly on the cyclotron and 
other key projects for 50 years, including 
33 years as TRIUMF’s head accelerator 
physicist, until his retirement in 2001.  

Mike Craddock was born on 15 April 
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and Master’s degrees in mathematics and 
physics at Oxford University in 1957 and 
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while pursuing a D.Phil in nuclear physics 
at Oxford, which he was awarded in 1964. 
Upon graduation, Mike joined the Physics 
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throughout his career.

Originally hoping simply to conduct 
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accelerator, he was thrust almost 
immediately into the department’s 
campaign to build a new accelerator on 
campus. Tasked with investigating options 
for a new machine, he recommended a 
���$	�	�������	�%	���	�– cyclotron design 
of Reg Richardson at UCLA. Mike managed 
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scaled-down 500 MeV, 20 �A machine. In 
1968, the TRIUMF proposal was approved 
by the Canadian government, and for the 
next 10 years, Mike was the beam-dynamics 
group leader. His most memorable 
challenge in that time was responsibility 
for determining the position and number 
of the magnetic shims installed during the 
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Mike’s reward came when he was present at 
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emerged on 15 December 1974. 

Mike was TRIUMF’s leading beam 
physicist throughout his career, from joint 
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1978 to 1981, then as Accelerator Research 
Division head from 1982 to 1988 and head 
of the Accelerator Division from 1989 to 
1994, to group leader for accelerator physics 
from 1995 until his retirement in 2001. He 
was a chief architect of the KAON Factory 
Project, where as deputy to project-leader 
Alan Astbury, he led a multidisciplinary 
team in the engineering design of a suite 
of synchrotron-type proton accelerators. 
KAON was unable to attract federal 
funding, and so Mike set to work on projects 
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accelerator injector chain at CERN, the 
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worldwide. Remarkably, during all this 
time he supervised more than 14 graduate 
students, regularly taught undergraduate 
and graduate physics courses, and acted as 
TRIUMF’s correspondent for the CERN 
Courier for 29 years, until August 2004.

Retirement did little to tamper with 
Mike’s relentless energy. He joined the 
Accelerator Development Group and 
worked on several projects before settling on 
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participated in an international project to 
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Daresbury, UK. He was a constant presence 
at the lab, organising conferences, and 
presenting introductory accelerator-physics 
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the University of Victoria, all the while 
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indefatigable decades, Mike demonstrated 
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high-energy subatomic-particle physics, 
notably in particle-accelerator design and 
construction, and he was instrumental in 
fostering new generations of accelerator 
physicists in Canada and abroad. A 
testament to his outstanding character, 
before he passed away, Mike made a very 
generous gift to TRIUMF, establishing the 
Michael Craddock Fund for Accelerator 
students.

His passing has been felt worldwide and 
has left a gaping hole in the TRIUMF family. 
He will be sorely missed by all who knew 
him.

 � His friends and colleagues. 
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